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1. Project

Timeline

Figure 1 below ilustrates the timeline of this Phase 1 Collective Impact Grant

Figure 1
May

2016

June

Application for Phase
1 Submitted to Ontario
Trillium Foundation

Initial meetings between Sustainable Eastern Ontario, Ecology Ottawa and Tucker House, in person
and by phone.
Funds Awarded

Oct

Development of Steering
Committee and initial
meetings.

Nov

Background
information
gathered, deliverables strategy
discussed.

Problem Statement developed, planning for initial
Fellowship Event

2017

Initial Fellowship
Meeting: May 31, 2017

May

4D Visualization
Exercise, Core
Group Session

Sept
Oct

Follow up to initial fellowship meeting, planning
for second event.

Second Fellowship
Meeting:Oct 4, 2017

Dec

2018

Phase 2

Submission of ToC &
Associated Documents
& Reports

2nd meeting follow
up, development of
ToC, Focus Group
session.
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2.

Collective Impact
Fellowship Events

a. First Event - May 31, 2017
Stakeholders from many sectors, representing over fifty organizations, joined the project steering committee on the afternoon of May
31st, 2017, at the RA Centre in Ottawa. Helping Ottawa thrive while
meeting it’s greenhouse gas reduction targets through improvements to the community’s building stock was introduced as a theme.
Participants were informed about the nature of a Collective Impact
process and the work done to date by the steering committee and
core organizations. A State of the City report was prepared and presented by Ecology Ottawa, outlining the current local situation, the
need for action, and some opportunities to move forward.

Participants discussing the Problem Statement
at the May 31st event.

Several speakers expanded on these opportunities. Roger Marsh, Chief Energy Services Officer at Hydro Ottawa, outlined
some recent conservation successes in partnership with the municipality, and the utility’s ongoing interest in and commitment to sustainability initiatives. Marica Clarke, project lead on the City of Ottawa’s Energy Evolution program, gave an
update regarding that including opportunities for community input. Jennifer Jackson of EnviroCentre, a major local ENGO
focussed on many aspects of sustainability including buildings, presented on the successes, challenges and opportunities
associated with various home energy retrofit programs they administer. Peter Reinecke, small business owner and member of the local Canada Green Buildings Council chapter, highlighted some of the emerging trends and technologies in
green buildings locally.
A Problem Statement prepared by the steering committee was presented to participants, who engaged in
various discussions and interactive elements to assess
and provide feedback on it. This provided valuable insight into the perspectives of the broader community
and was intended to help the steering committee refine and move forward with the statement. These exercises also helped to gauge the interest level, concerns
and goals of the community, map stakeholders across
sectors and identify gaps in representation, and connect with additional collaborators.

Facilitator Kara Stonehouse (Maison Tucker House) receiving initial feedback from a stakeholder at the end of the
session.

This event went very well and also provided the steering committee with useful feedback not just on the
Problem Statement and the concept, but also on the
process and how best to engage with a diverse cross
section of stakeholders.
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Problem Statement - May 31st Version
Problem/Opportunity statement in a nutshell:
Ottawa residents, businesses and government will miss our greenhouse reduction targets
and threaten the livelihood of all residents if we do not radically change the way we build,
heat and cool the city. This complex challenge requires municipal planners, developers,
investors, energy system operators and community members to work together in unprecedented ways to rapidly transform the energy and building systems in Ottawa, in concert
with provincial, federal and international efforts. We have the opportunity to build a beautiful, healthy, livable city with future-forward economic development, a city the next generation will thank us for.
The short, working version of the original Problem Statement Participants used during the
session on May 31st.
Problem Statement May 31st - Full Presentation Version
At this time, the residents and government of the City of Ottawa stand at a crossroads when it comes
to taking meaningful action to combat climate change. Like other cities in Canada and around the
world, Ottawa is where hundreds of thousands of residents make the day-to-day decisions that use
up energy and generate greenhouse gas emissions. Also like other cities, Ottawa’s action on climate
change is a vital part of larger plans and agreements.
Similar to its counterparts at the Government of Canada and the Government of Ontario, the City of
Ottawa seeks to reduce emissions by 80% below 2012 levels by 2050. This entails addressing Ottawa’s five emissions sources: buildings, transportation, solid waste, agriculture and wastewater. However, two local emissions sources are particularly important; buildings and the built environment
account for 49% of Ottawa’s emissions, while transportation accounts for 40%.
So far, the most detailed articulation of the City of Ottawa’s climate strategy is contained in the 2014
Air Quality and Climate Change Management Plan. This plan has broad coverage in its analysis and
in its list of suggested policy actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. However, it lacks content
on Ottawa’s strategy for energy generation, energy conservation and energy efficiency – content related to the building stock that will be covered in a yet-to-be-articulated Renewable Energy Strategy.
With its commitment to light rail, the City has started to make investments that will lead to meaningful
action on reducing emissions from transportation. When it comes to buildings and the built environment, policy measures are urgently needed. Currently, there is no integrated strategy in place; new
buildings and developments are being constructed according to inefficient design and planning
standards, and will generate life-cycle emissions that pose a long-term threat to Ottawa’s emissions
reduction targets. In this context, the City has an opportunity to work with various stakeholder groups
to address challenges associated with new builds, while also implementing measures to retrofit existing homes, offices and other buildings across the city.
What’s at stake is the future health of our city and our livelihoods.
The climate crisis is an opportunity to redesign the energy and building system of Ottawa to promote
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Problem Statement May 31st - Full Presentation Version (continued)
healthy, green and prosperous city. If we do not step up, and simply do business as usual, we may find
ourselves losing out in the green economy of the future. We will do this while facing increasing climate-related risks damaging infrastructure and livelihoods, in floods, heatwaves and unpredictable
weather patterns.
Climate change is too complex of an issue to be resolved by any one entity. Government bodies at all
levels, energy producers, distributors and users, developers, investors, and community leaders must
work together, rising above the perspective of each organization to find innovative ways of working,
relating, and governing to ensure we reach the superordinate goal of prospering as a whole as we
Agriculture 4%
shift to a climate sustaining economy.
The next three
years are a CRITICAL time to plan and collaborate
for 6%
meaningful action. We stand in
Buildings
Solid Waste
a rare moment where governments from the international down to the municipal level all agree that
49% are required to save civilization from catastrophic climate change. There are
deep cuts in carbon
Wastewater
<1% federally now and the
unprecedented investments in green infrastructure and innovation
happening
foundations for carbon trading are just being laid. No one knows exactly how to do it, but if we are
wise enough to work together, we can discover and innovate how to create eco-wealth for all of OttaTransportation
wa now and set up a sturdy
foundation for the future.

40%

This collective impact fellowship will set out to understand the problem more deeply in our local
context, encourage broader support for innovative and bold policy and investment strategies, access
funding and share resources for projects and prototypes that will make meaningful, long term impact.
Are you ready to step into the fire of collective impact?
If not you, then who? If not now, then when?

Robb Barnes, Managing Director at Ecology
Ottawa, took the lead on
developing the
Problem Statement
based on input from the
steering committee.
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Evaluation Forms & Feedback
In addition to a general evaluation form, the Wheel of Engagement form below was distributed to participants at the May 31st event, in order to better map out level of engagment and identify additional stakeholders. Results from both forms are summarized on the
following page.
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Summary of Feedback, May 31st
Problem Statement Resonance
Thermometer exercise
Resonates well
In general, buildings focus resonates with the group convened
Collaborative approach
Unprecedented ways, radically change
Major culture shift
Complexity needs all levels of government involved
A BIG PLAN is needed, not incremental change
Suggestions
The word ‘city’ to mean all of Ottawa, does not work well for rural people - try using Ottawa Community.
Add in scientific view and measurements
Acknowledge global problem
Focus more on the opportunity of reducing greenhouse gases, don’t have it be threatening
Suggested also focus on Education and Culture change, children now will be dealing with consequences and taking actions
with climate change.
Focus on small actors too - home/building-owners don’t all agree climate change is a an urgent threat to the home’s value,
this is part of the problem.
Oversimplifies, scale and difficulty of change required not acknowledged
What about transportation?
Confirm data - 80% of building stock in 2050 is standing now
Confirm data - 30 year payback for existing buildings to be fully retrofit?
As we continue
Scale and scope needs further definition
Idea to focus on the Value of people’s homes: low energy use = high value, each house can have an energy score.
Get tangible like Germany’s code to make roofs stronger to hold solar panels and green roofs.

General Event Feedback
Interesting and important subject, but some confusion as to what is expected of participants, how engagement will
work.
Some skepticism due to collapse/delay of similar initiatives in Ottawa in the past - a sense of waiting to see where
this goes before committing more.
A lot of content for one afternoon. Pariticipants who were not familiar with Collective Impact found that portion
confusing.
Low response rate to Wheel of Engagement form - participants expressed uncertainty about where their organizations would fit without knowing more details, but suggested additional stakeholders and expressed an onging
interest in the project with more definite committments to come.
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b. Second Event - October 4th, 2017
Event Summary
The second of the Collective Impact Fellowship gatherings, this session benefitted greatly from the feedback of
attendees to the first session and the work done by core organizations and focus groups over the summer. Having
revised the Problem Statement, created a clearer goal, and begun work mapping out the higher levels of a Theory
of Change, the steering committee was able to engage a more focussed group of stakeholders, representing approximately forty organizations and filling in some of the representation gaps from the first event.

New faces included Dan Dicaire (Ottawa Community Housing - far left), Faris Rashid (Ottawa Hospital - yellow shirt), Marny Girard (Green Economy Network, cener), and SEO Intern Talal El Ayoubi (right).

The group, which was a good mix of new and returning faces, again learned the basics of the Collective Impact process and received an update on the programs and documents presented at the May meeting, but were also introduced to examples of novel funding concepts, successful building retrofit program examples from other areas, and
the draft Theory of Change that had been developed based on core group consultations in the intervening months.
After some discussion with the general group, participants
self-selected based on interest and expertise into smaller
groups focussed on specific pre-conditions that had been presented. These groups worked to evaluate, refine and in some
cases revise the preconditions, and also brainstormed possible indicators and requirements for those preconditions. At
the end of the exercise, members of each group presented
to the larger group what they had produced and the lines of
thinking they were moving along, and the results were roughly synthesized. Additional comments and feedback were collected via written forms.
After reviewing the documents produced in the session and
the written feedback, steering committee members worked
further to expand the Theory of Change document in time for
another core group session with some of the most interested
community members.
At the end of the session on Oct 4th, members of each smaller discussion group presented their insights to the group at
large under the facilitation of Kara Stonehose, Director of Maison Tucker House. The resulting posters were used as the
basis for the next draft of a Theory of Change document, further revised with a core group and by the steering committee.
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Theory of Change Working Draft, Oct 4

The preliminary Theory of Change document prepared by steering committee members, presented on Oct 4th and used by participants
in their group discussion - each smaller group focussed their discussion on one precondition (pink squares).

Several documents, including the Aspen Institute Theory of
Change guide, an updated Problem/Opportunity Statement,
and an updated State of the City Report were included in the
event invitations, and participants were encouraged to read
these before the session.
These are not included here, but are available on the event
page at www.SustainableEasternOntario.ca/greening-buildings-ottawa-making-change/
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Oct 4th Evaluation Forms
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3.

Additional
Meetings

In addition to the two large Fellowship events and regular Steering Committee meetings, the project benefitted from a few smaller sessions to either bring new perspectives, focus on particular areas, or accelerate
progress towards a Theory of Change.

Community Visioning Exercise - Sept 6
The Community Visioning Exercise was a facilitated 4D visualization exercise conducted with Knowing Fields Designs consultant Diana Claire Douglas and several community members not otherwise involved in the process.
Bringing in community members who were unaware of the progress to date on the project to explore the spirit of
Ottawa and of Gaia, the mood of the community, and some of the roadblocks and opportunities associated with
creating a more sustainable Ottawa, was intend to help with the goal of obtaining more conceptual insight into the
broader issue and best course of action. Stakeholder engagement and dialogue emerged as a necessary condition
for success of the project.

Core Group Working Session - Sept 14

On Sept 14, 2017, Sustainable Eastern Ontario hosted a Core Group meeting at its
Hintonburg office.
Building on the initial work done
by the steering committee, and
the insights from the September 6th visualization exercise, a
refined goal was presented that
was backed up by local data, and
contextualized within the setting
of the city and the UN “Sustainable Cities” Sustainable Development Goal (SDG #11).

This graph from the World Resources Institute was referenced by the Ottawa CaGBC representatives frequently in discussion. It illustrates the relatively low cost for
energy saving through building retrofits. (Organge represents low cost interventions - www.wri.org/buildingefficiency )

There was strong support for
a focus on improving existing
buildings from key partners, particularly the local Canada Green
Building Council Chapter, who argued eloquently that “If we can’t
do it with buildings, we can’t do
it.” in reference to meeting GHG
emission reduction targets.
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Focus Group Session - November 10
Following the second fellowship meeting, the steering committee and a
small group of interested collaborators met to refine the Theory of Change
pre-conditions, and brainstorm possible interventions for each that would
move the community closer to reaching them, as well as quantifiable indicators that could be used to measure and assess progress during the implementation phase.
This was preliminary - but extremely useful- work, further refined by steering committee members, and subject to additional refinement based on
expert consultation as we move forward in specific areas.

Steering Committee Meetings

The steering committee was joined on Nov 10 by a group of
engaged stakeholders to refine the higher level Theory of Change
work and brainstorm ideas for the lower levels. Pictured here (left to
right): Tyler Blanchett (Ottawa Renewable Energy Coop), Kim Smet,
(SEO), Angela Keller-Herzzog (Glebe Comm. Assoc., local business
owner) and J.P. Rozon (City of Ottawa).

A steering committee was established composed of representatives from the three joint applications to the
original Collective Impact grant, as well as additional staff from these organizations, and additional partner
organizations. Strong organizational communication ensured a contutinuity of participation from steering committee member groups despite staff turnover within groups.
In total, the steering committee consisted of representatives from Ecology Ottawa, Sustainable Eastern Ontario,
Maison Tucker House, EnviroCentre, Nobel Women’s Initiative, Canada Green Building Council (Ottawa Chapter), and the Sustainable Enterprise Alliance.
Additional assistance with specific tasks or subjects was received from Faith & the Common Good, Diana Clare
Douglas, Ottawa Renewable Energy Coop, City of Ottawa municipal staff, and the Pembina Institute, and was
sincerely appreciated
A total of 14 steering committee meetings were held during the duration of Phase 1. The dates of these sessions are listed below. Of course, there were numerous smaller meetings and email check-ins between these.

October 21, 2016
November 24, 2016
December 15, 2016
January 26, 2017
February 16, 2017
March 16, 2017
April 20, 2017

June 15, 2017
July 27, 2017
September 26, 2017
October 2, 2017
October 26, 2017
Novmber 10, 2017
November 23, 2017
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For more information about this Collective
Impact process, please contact
Kathryn@SustainableEasternOntario.ca

Thank You

